Exam date Thursday, December 17, 2015
Exam time 1:30 pm – 4:30 pm
Building Carlson School of Management (321 19th Ave S)
Rooms CarlsMgmt L-114 for discussion 21 (TA William Grodzicki)
                  CarlsMgmt L-110 for discussions 22, 23, 24, 25 (TAs Brittany Baker, Amit Sharma)

- All students must have their official University I. D. card with them at the time of the final exam and must show it to one of the proctors when handing in their exam. The proctor will NOT accept a final exam from a student without I. D. card.

- Please use a No. 2 pencil on the final exam.

- Calculator policy, crib sheet: No calculators or other electronic devices are allowed on the final exam, nor will they be needed. A small (roughly half letter page, both sides) “crib sheet” (in handwriting or printed) can be brought to final exam.

- Missing the final: Students missing the final exam unexcused will fail the course. Ignorance of the time and place of the exam will not be accepted as an excuse for absence.

Conflict with other common math final: In case of a conflict with another common math final, you will take both exams in an extra room reserved for conflicts—not with your class. One exam is taken in the morning and the second one is taken in the afternoon. If you have not yet contacted the undergraduate office to make arrangements, do so ASAP via e-mail (ugrad@math.umn.edu).

Conflict with another (non-math) final: In cases of a legitimate time conflict first check with the instructor of the non-math course for alternate arrangements for the exam. If no alternate arrangements for the non-math exam can be made, then contact me ASAP.